Dedicated
to

All those great minds which remain unknown & unsung

“when the wise man points to the moon, only
the idiot looks at the finger” -- Confucius.
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PREFACE
My friend Rao has been sending me ideas for some time now. His “POCKET
MINDS” cards are really clever and a great way to always have something with
you ready to go. They are professionally made and worthy of any entertainer
making their living with this art.
The new “KARMA DECK” is something I find very intriguing! Without having to
memorize a single thing, Rao has come up with a clever idea that will allow you to
know the position in the deck of any card named or to know the name of a card at
any position in the deck! As you read on you will see there is a stack, but there is
absolutely zero memory involved in working it! The secret is dependent on a
special gimmick, but it is one which I‟m sure you already own. When I read the
instructions, I actually discovered I had the gimmick on me!
I love mentalism that forces you to think a bit. The “thinking” makes it look like
you are doing the real thing. Rao‟s Karma Deck makes you “think” just the right
amount to make it look real without taxing your ability to give your attention to
your presentation. Actually, the working HELPS your presentation!
I guarantee that, as you read the instructions and learn the clever method, you will
be delighted. It took me no more than 10 minutes to appreciate every aspect of the
deck and to be able to work with it. Actually, it took longer to set up the cards than
to learn the secret!
Although aspects of the “KARMA DECK” are age old, Rao‟s clever thinking adds
a new dimension to an ability magicians and mentalists have craved for years –
without hours of memory work that can fail under the pressures of performing.
I salute Rao and urge you to learn the “KARMA DECK.”
Richard Osterlind
May, 2015

(Note : Unknown Mentalist is known in his personal circles as Mentalist Rao)

"Rao has created a new system that I never seen before.
Very easy to remember, you can really learn an entire deck in 5 minutes!
Well done!"
Luca Volpe -The Italian Mentalist – www.lucavolpe.com
“Wow!
You've actually done it!
Your Karma Deck System is an elegant synthesis of concepts that have long been
at odds... but now you have them working together harmoniously!
I had always hoped that some genius would come up with a rule-based system for
quickly knowing the position of every card in the deck, and still allow me to
perform all the cyclical-stack material I love. You are that genius!
I'd be quite happy to endorse and promote it.
In fact, I'd like to start using it in my act right away!”
--Dan Harlan – www.danharlanmagic.com
“I found this very clever, very intuitive. It uses something you will be intimately
familiar with. And this is the reason why this is such a clever idea. It is an
algorithmic deck and you are probably already familiar with others. If you have not
yet found the one that is right for you try this one. I like it very much...”
--Chris Wasshuber – www.lybrary.com
“It shows originality and workability. I really like it. This is a delight to perform
and a real fooler. Though I don‟t use cards, I was tempted to try this and happy I
did. – Marc Salem – www.marcsalem.com
“It really took less than five minutes. This is astounding when you think of how
many complicated systems are out there. This is, by far the easiest method I ever
read and I for one will be using it.” – Paul Romhany – www.paulromhany.com

WATCH OUT……………..
Coming up shortly and getting ready in the pipeline are some cutting edge effects
and routines

1. Karma Deck Reloaded
2. Karma Deck Synergy
3. Amazers with the Karma Deck
4. Gaspers with the Karma Deck
5. Reputation Makers with the Karma Deck
6. Giant Killers with the Karma Deck
7. Karma Deck Galaxy
8. Ancient Calendars of an Unknown Mentalist
9. Secret Diary of an Unknown Mentalist
10.
Whispers of an Unknown Mentalist
11.
Bright Shadows of an Unknown Mentalist
12.
Pocket Minds Series
So far……….it is the output from the MIND of an unknown mentalist.
And now…….for some output ( or is it outpourings ) from the HEART of an
unknown mentalist.
Specifically, for those with a poetic bent of mind……………….

1. On “a mentalist’s mind”…………
Imprints of the infinite mind
Ignorant eye never can find
Buried in the sands of time
Where now only the winds silently chime
Limitless heart lovingly holds
In its unseen caring folds

Many great secrets and stories
Which remained carefully untold
Passage of time never recovers
But a REAL mind always discovers
2. On “originality in magic”…………
God is the only real magician
And His creation the only true magic
And we are all merely the reflections of the divine
Ultimately there is no absolute creation
Which is purely yours or mine

